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  Wenchuan earthquake in 2008 leads Chinese charities to a climax. However, in 
such a nation of much distress, we can't assure the distress won't happen again, so can 
the donations in 2008 come to be normal, can the charitable organization take 
responsibility, does there exist a way that provides sustainable space for the 
development of the Chinese philanthropy. For the sake of the sustainable development, 
this essay leads in the concept of 'dynamism' and set the society of Xiamen Tongxin 
charity as example to discuss and analyze the designing of Chinese philanthropy 
dynamism.  
  This essay separates into four parts except the introduction. 
  First part: Chinese philanthropy present situation. Wenchuan earthquake in 2008 
indicates the spring of Chinese philanthropy, however, the charities in China is in the 
early stages of development: social charitable environment is not strong, the public 
philanthropic vacancy, low level of charitable donation; legislative debate . 
  Second part: Chinese philanthropy dynamisms' problem and its reasons. The 
problem of Chinese dynamisms are weak momentum and less booster, they include: 
charitable perception falls behind, civilian philanthropy doesn't prevail among the 
people, charitable organization's defeat of credibility, construction of philanthropy 
legality lags behind, therefore the dynamism composed by the momentum and booster 
haven't been set up. Reasons of Chinese philanthropy dynamisms' problem are: 
lackness of charitable culture, charitable guidance deviates, supervision and 
administration mechanism of charitable organization is out of position, The 
relationship between Government and charitable organization is mixed. 
   Third part: The development of American philanthropy dynamisms and its 
inspiration for China. The development of western countries' philanthrophy attributes 
to the perfection of the western countries' philanthrophy dynamisms. Creative 
achievements of charitable culture, civilian philanthrophy and philanthropy legality in 













   Fourth part: The designing of Chinese philanthropy dynamisms: active charitable 
culture; the propaganda of civilian philanthrophy; improvement of supervision and 
administration mechanism of charity organization; acceleration of philanthropy 
legality process. 
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大的募捐能力，2008 年度捐赠达 1000 亿元，成为 2008 年中国十大公益新闻之









                                                        















    最后，中国慈善动力机制研究倡导壹基金的持续慈善理念。壹基金提出 1人
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